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What a wonderful time of year. The trees are budding, the grass is growing, and the
fields are showing signs of the crops to come. Take time to enjoy the fresh morning air.
Listen to birds sing and watch for the one that catches the worm.
On that note, did you know that one of the hottest trends this year is entomophagy, the
practice of eating insects? People in other countries have been eating insects for a long
time, including ants, crickets, grasshoppers, termites, wasps, and bees. According to the
UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization, at least two billion people regularly eat insects.
Insects are inexpensive, plentiful, and offer plenty of protein, vitamins, minerals, fibers,
and “good” fats. Would you eat juicy caterpillar for breakfast?
Some articles of interest include “Case Studies from the Lumber Industry” and the
“Yoder Lumber Photo Essay.” Do you know how a tree is turned into plywood, OSB, and
2x4’s? Find the recipe inside. Also check the mailing label on the front page and look for
the expiration date. If you don’t want to miss an issue, send a payment and renew your
subscription before that day arrives. We keep the price low so you can stay in the know.
A closing quote by Henry Ford: “Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty
or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young. One of the greatest things in life is to
keep your mind young.”
Have a wonderful month!
Raymond S. Lapp
POSTAL FUN FACTS
• There are nearly 42,000 ZIP Codes in the country.
• The lowest ZIP Code is 00501, a unique ZIP Code for the Internal Revenue Service in Holtsville, NY.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Raymond,
Spring greetings your way.
I want to take this opportunity to tell you how I feel about the PCBE magazine.
I was in the woodworking business for 11 years now, and had enjoyed the PCBE for
a few years. But I was getting disgusted with all the scriptural related articles. I am not
talking about the valuable little stories and sayings that have a rewarding lesson in them.
But those pages of …… shall I call it ….. maybe missionary related articles.
I am, and have been a member of the Old Order Amish Church since year 2000 and
realize that we must practice a sound religion and strive for maturity, honesty, openness,
and be willing to understand each other. It is against our religion, “The Old Order Amish
Church”, to make a business out of it, much less yet to advertise it.
Because of that, I let my subscription run out.
Last week a friend gave me several of the most recent issues of PCBE to look through.
I was happy with what I saw.
Please accept this as a request, I do not want to tell you how to run your business.
I am enclosing payment of $49 for a 5 year subscription. I hope to enjoy this paper and
reap again, from the many worthy articles. Sincerely, a mere customer from LaFarge WI.

subscribe
❏ I want to subscribe for one year. Enclosed find - $15.00 (Canada $25.00)
US Funds
❏ I want to subscribe for two years. Enclosed find - $28.00 (Canada $45.00)
US Funds
❏ I want to subscribe for five years. Enclosed find - $49.00 (Canada $42.00)
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From The Dealer's Desk

Case Studies from
the Lumber Industry
In this column, we usually
highlight a dealer who has a special
place in the Plain economy, and for
our construction theme this month,
we wanted to feature one that
specializes in lumber. Because of
the wide variety of lumber products,
the wholesaling side is very
specialized. Some organizations
deal with only a limited number
of species or products. The same
goes for the customers they serve.
As a result, we interviewed four
companies instead of one, and
we’ve tried to present them in the
order that would be found in a
buyer’s supply chain.
Harvesting wood is where the
lumber industry starts, so our first
case study is Greenie Mountain
Wood Working. This crew roams
the wild mountains of Colorado in
search of the perfect timber. Our
next case study is Penn-Sylvan
International. With this company
we see an important value-add

conversion because these guys
run the kilns that dry the wood.
Frank Miller Lumber is the next
stop and is a great example of a
wholesale supplier. Our final case
study highlights Yoder Lumber. This
business occupies each stage in the
supply chain, including millwork
and retail services, and has served
Plain buyers for more than sixty
years.
Case Study #1:
Where It All Starts
A company in a supply chain
contributes a value-add conversion,
and sometimes this is little more
than putting a little spit-and-polish
on a product before handing it
over to another company for more
of the same. When customers buy
from Greenie Mountain Wood
Moulding, the only spit on the
shipment comes from the elk that
chewed on it! Sounds gross, but
LaVern’s Coblentz’s customers
actually like it. Most of them build

interesting cross-over with land
management and conservation. The
wood that LaVern harvests and sells
is reclaimed because it is all dead
standing. No one really wants it.
By harvesting it, LaVern actually
improves the environment, and he
continues to get encouragement
from the local government and
forestry agents to continue his
work. Why? Pulling down dead
aspen cleans up the countryside and
minimizes the fire risks.
Getting all that precious aspen
to the East Coast requires some
traveling, so his ideal order is a
semi-truck load. It takes LaVern
about two weeks to fill semi-truck,
but he also keeps a semi-load on
stock. This means a customer can
get their order in about two weeks,
even though it’s shipped from
Colorado. Greenie Mountain Wood
Moulding occupies an important
niche in the industry’s supply chain:
the one at the very beginning!
Case Study #2:
The Value Add Specialist
Bill Reese, president of PennSylvan International, didn’t grow
up in a lumber family. Instead, he
made one for himself. In 1964, he
attended the National Hardwood
Lumber School in Memphis,
Tennessee. Back then it was a
5-month course! After that, Bill

rustic lawn furniture, and chew
marks, elk rubbings, and little worm
trails add character to the product.
LaVern runs his company along
with his wife and children, and
he might add a helping hand this
Spring. This might sound like a
small crew, but they roam 250,000
to 600,000 acres in search of deadstanding aspen. It’s simple but
effective operation: a chainsaw, a
tape measure, a 1-ton truck, and
a whole lot sweat. According to
LaVern, two guys can harvest two
cords in one day, approximately 4
x 4 x 8.
Unlike many of our readers,
LaVern is unique because he runs
his business in the mountains
of Colorado, far from the Plain
strongholds of the Midwest and East
Coast. To reach his customers, he
advertises in the Plain Communities
Business Exchange and attends
shows like the Buckeye Tool
Expo and the one in Northern
Indiana. Is location an advantage or
disadvantage for LaVern’s business?
“Colorado has a lot of aspen, and
rustic wood aspen is kind of a hot
item. I’m the closest source to the
east, and I can make a good living
for my family.”
LaVern also has special permits
that allow him to harvest aspen on a
half-million acres of public-owned
land. With this in mind, we see an

Lumber - Continued on Page 6
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20V MAX* XR Lithium-Ion
Screwgun & Impact Driver Kit
(4.0ah)
#DCK262M2
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20V MAX* XR Lithium-Ion
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DCF886 Impact Driver, (2) DCB204 Batteries,
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DCS393 Circular Saw,
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2653-20 1/4” Hex Imp. Driver, 2720-20
Recip. Saw, 2730-20 6-1/2” Circ. Saw,
2735-20 LED Work Light, 4-1/2”/5” Grinder,
(2) Red-Lithium XC 4.0 Battery Packs, M18™ &
M12™ Multi-Voltage Charger (48-59-1812), and (2) Contractor Bags.

10 Oz. Silicone Sealant

$439.95

$419.95
Includes: M18 1/2” Hammerdrill/Driver,
M18 1/4” Hex Impact Driver, (2) 4.0 ah
Red-Lithium High Capacity Batteries,
A $180
Charger and Contractor Bag.



Buy the above Combo Kit and get this
4-1/2"Brushless Grinder FREE (#2781-20)

A $230
VALUE

FREE GOODS AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

60 Elco Drive
Myerstown, PA 17067

Phone: 717-866-9224 • Toll Free: 866-866-9224

PLEASE NOTE:
WE WILL BE
CLOSED MONDAY,
MAY 25.

$2.99
case of 12 tubes $29.99
#01258 (clear)
$2.99
case of 12 tubes $29.99
#01257 (white)

 

Buy the above Combo Kit and get this Brushless
1/2” Drive High Torque Impact FREE (#2763-20)

$119.95

#DCF889B

M18 FuelTM Hammerdrill
& Impact 2 Pc.
Combo Kit

$1059.95

Wet/Dry Vacuum
LED
#DCV581H
Worklight

VALUE

7-1/4” 24-Tooth
Framing Blades
#DW3578B10

10 Blades for only
$69.99 $49.95

11h ANNUAL SPRING SALE Monday,
May 18, to Saturday, May 30, 2015.
Call for your Free 8-page Sale Flyer today!

• Runtime on a 5ah battery is
50 minutes on low speed
and 25 minutes on high speed
• Dual 0.080" line with bump feed,
with 13" cutting swath
• Variable trigger w/speed control
• Lightweight
• Includes (1) 5ah
Battery and Charger



$199.95

NEW
20V
ITEMS

20V Lithium-Ion
XR Brushless Blower,
5.0 Amp
#DCBL720P1

$199.95
• Runtime on a 5ah battery
is 40 minutes on low speed
and 20 minutes on high speed
• 400 CFM and 90 MPH performance
• Variable trigger and speed lock
• Lightweight (7.1 lbs.)
• Includes (1) 5ah Battery and Charger

FREE shipping on orders over $199.
These deals good thru 5/30/15.
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Stories from the Coaches Playbook

Total Team
Accountability
(Part 1)
Jonas thanked his driver and
told him that he would be ready
in about two hours. That’s how
long these appointments usually
lasted. Jonas watched as the wheels
of the car spun out of the gravel
parking lot and disappeared down
the road. He couldn’t shake that
feeling of excitement and dread.
In the past, there were times when
he had so much anticipation that
it was difficult to sleep. But then
there were times when he secretly
hoped for a debilitating stomach
ache, a plague of locusts, even a
natural disaster – anything really –
to postpone the appointment. But he
knew that Mel would never cancel.
He’d postpone and reschedule, yes,
but never cancel.
The weather was quite pleasant
this late spring morning, and Jonas
slowly adjusted the papers and
journal he was carrying. He needed
a few extra moments to gather his
thoughts and pretended to enjoy the
sunshine. He heard the front door
of the office open, and he slowly
turned around to face it. His mentor
was quietly holding the door open.
It was time…. Time for the monthly
coaching session.
“He can be really scary
sometimes” Jonas thought.
The older and larger man did not
saying anything and continued to
stand there as if he were welcoming
someone into the county prison.
As Jonas walked closer he could
see amusement in the man’s eyes
and the beginnings of a smile
from behind the beard. This made
Jonas immediately relax and within
seconds both men were laughing at
the juvenile behavior. It was much
like his boyhood days. He often
dreaded going to school, but once he
arrived and gained some momentum
he really enjoyed being there. The
two men could actually pass for
oldest and youngest brothers, and
they usually liked to get straight to
business. Jonas had been saving an
anecdote from earlier in the week
and wanted to share it with Mel
first.
“So, I was at the bank again,
and I saw the same two employees
talking smack again. It was about
someone different but what made
it so funny was they were standing

Thom Finn

beneath a big sign that talked about
the bank’s goal being customer
satisfaction. I don’t think I could
have gotten either one to wait on
me if I set myself on fire!” Instead
of laughing Mel grunted. He said
the person who came up with such
a goal wasn’t very bright. Jonas
wondered what had angered the bear
and regretted starting the session
with the funny anecdote. Did Mel
remember to take his entire dose of
daily medication?
Mel started, “It’s a stupid goal
because people can’t really get
behind it. They can’t follow it
and a leader can’t manage people
towards it. How do you know
when you’ve reached it? What’s
exciting about it? What’s in it for
the workers? How does anyone,
the team or the managers, have
any sense of accomplishment from
where they’ve come from? How are
they supposed to get to the goal?”
Mel was really irritated. His face
was getting red and he was spitting
just a little. He stood with his hands
on his hips looking out onto the
parking lot and said with a hint of
sadness, “No, most businesses have
goals these days that aren’t specific
and are too broad. What we need
are details!” Mel turned around and
pointed his finger at Jonas. “My
coach used to say ‘From X to Y by
When?’. That’s how goals should
be stated! He repeated this so often
I think I’ll sneak into the cemetery

He couldn’t get the image of Mel creeping
around in a graveyard at
night with a chisel in his
hand.
after he dies and chisel it into the
back of the his tombstone because
I know he would want it there.”
Mel continued. “So let’s apply
the idea to that bank. For example,
to go from a customer satisfaction
score of 81% to one that is 93% by
October 1st of this year. Now that’s
a great goal. My Coach would be
happy with that; it’s a beautiful
example of ‘from X to Y by when’.
In our bank’s case, they might go

Natural and Organic
Feed Supplements
& Fertilizers

Quality Organics Since 1946
Call or visit our website for a local dealer

The Fertrell Company • phone: 800-347-1566 • www.fertrell.com

from 30% to 35% by the end of
next year.” Mel cracked a smile at
his own joke but Jonas wasn’t on
the same page. Jonas didn’t smile.
In fact, he was a little alarmed
because he thought Mel was being
serious about an earlier statement.
He couldn’t get the image of Mel
creeping around in a graveyard
at night with a chisel in his hand.
That poor man’s tombstone, Jonas
thought. How could that be the right
thing to do? Jonas made a mental
note to never tell Mel where he
planned to be buried.
Mel gestured toward the table
and two chairs in the makeshift
meeting room. It was time to get
started. Jonas pulled out Mel’s
copies of the KPIs and instantly
realized why he had a feeling of
dread. His scorecard for this past
month was not going to look good.
Mel immediately put his finger on
the fourth line down and asked
what had happened. Jonas began
to give an explanation and caught
himself becoming angry and almost
defensive. A year ago he would
have stayed in his position of selfjustified anger and would have
punished Mel for asking simple
questions and trying to help. But
having worked for so long with
his mentor he knew what he was
doing and cut right to the truth.
“I’m really frustrated Mel. It seems

like I have to be responsible for
all these things and at times it can
be overwhelming. I have plenty of
systems in place and I have guys
who are helping me do some of
the work but the load of all these
responsibilities can get tiring.”
As Jonas said this he tapped his
finger on the fifteen or so “Key
Performance Indicators.”
The older man that sat across
from him was doing two things at
the same time: clearly listening and
slowly shaking his head. This was
a somewhat comforting signal to
Jonas as it indicated that Mel most
likely had been in the same position
that Jonas was facing. Mel spoke
“Of course, of course, of course, it
makes sense… You probably are at
that stage…” He explained further.
“I know what you mean, and I have
a solution that has worked for me
and for others. It’s really about
getting the team more involved
around the accountability for the
results.”
Jonas repeated the key words,
“Getting the team more involved
in the results.”
“Yes, I call it TTA. Total Team
Accountability.”
“That’s not possible.”
“It may not be easy, but it’s
possible. You are probably just
daunted because you don’t know
how to go about doing it. Before I

May 2015
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From the Dealer’s
Desk (Part 2)

Yoder
Lumber
Photo
Essay
PCBE & Dennis Hange

This month’s “From the
Dealer’s Desk” featured four
different players in the lumber
industry, and of these, Yoder
Lumber was our end-to-end
case study. When it comes to
wood, these guys are involved
in every step, from harvesting
the logs to selling product in
the retail environment. We
thought it might be interesting
to expand the company’s story
with a photo essay. Yoder
Lumber provided the following
pictures and Dennis Hange
wrote the captions. Maybe you
already work with these good
folks, and now you can really
see how much
work goes into
every order!

Master logger cutting log using
directional felling to prevent
damage to other residual trees

Freshly harvested poplar logs
being loaded with Knuckleboom
loader

Logs are sorted and cut to length
prior to entering sawmill

A fresh pile of hardwood logs at
Yoder Lumber Charm Sawmill
division

Yoder Lumber’s state of the
art Woodeye and Talon line
optimizes lumber increase yield
and throughput

Kentwood 6 head and 9 inch
surface moulder at Lumber and
Millwork division

The Berlin Division manufactures all sizes of stair
treads, risers, and mouldings for residential homes
around the country

The Berlin location has acres of yard space
for Hardwood lumber

Yoder Lumber’s retail division offers a wide variety
of hardwood lumber to hand pick through

Yoder Lumber maximizes the overall storage
of the dry kilns with every load

All lumber shipments are banded and labeled
with exact board footage and specifications
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Have You Ever Wondered…

How OSB is
Made?
Let’s imagine there’s a customer
on the phone who wants to buy a
backyard shed. For siding, he can
chose T1-11, duratemp, or vinyl
over OSB. “What’s OSB?” he
asks. That’s a good question. OSB
is wood made out of wood...lots
of tiny pieces glued together into
sheets, right? Construction guys
know OSB is used extensively for
roofs, walls, and floors and that it
is generally cheaper than plywood,
but what is it really, and how is it
made?
OSB stands for “oriented
strand board” and according to
the Forest Products Laboratory,
it is an “engineered structural-use
panel manufactured from thin wood
strands bonded together with a
water-resistant resin, typically PF
or pMDI.” Whew… That answer
should impress the customer. If
he’s really curious, you could
also tell him that OSB panels are
usually made of three layers of
these strands. The outer ones are the
longest and are aligned in the longdirection of the panel. The ones in
the middle are “counter-aligned”

or laid randomly using the smaller
pieces. It’s this mix of different
strands that gives OSB its unique
characteristics, including greater
bending strength and stiffness in a
certain direction. By controlling the
different sizes of these strands and
how they line up, a manufacturer
can engineer OSB for specific uses,
like siding for that fancy storage
shed you hope to now build.
If the customer is still on the line
and hasn’t yet expressed interest
in your options for vinyl siding,

most OSB is made from
aspen, but a number of
other species are added
to the mix
then maybe share some interesting
facts on OSB production. The
machinery that OSB manufacturers
use today has its origin in the
waferboard industry. Over time,
the manufacturers learned how to
control strand size, placement, and
orientation, and this has greatly

improved the quality. In North
America, most OSB is made from
aspen, but a number of other
species are added to the mix, like
pine, spruce, birch, yellow-poplar,
sweetgum, sassafras, and beech. For
the best performance, high-density
species such as beech and birch are
mixed with low-density ones like
aspen. Today OSB performs so well
it can replace structural plywood
in many construction applications.
I always thought OSB was made
from scrap, but apparently it’s not.
Trees are actually cut and hauled
to a manufacturer where the logs
are debarked. Some are sent to a
soaking pond and other go straight
into the stranding process where
they are diced into those little
pieces. Green strands are stored in
wet bins and dried in a traditional
triple-pass dryer, but the industry
also uses a variety of alternatives
like single-pass dryers, triple-pass
dryers, and the relatively new
continuous chain dryer, in which
the strands are laid on a chain mat
which holds them in place as they
move through the dryer. Some types
of paper are made this way, too.
In the next stage, the strands are
blended with resin and wax and
then poured onto a conveyor belt
where they turn into a thick, loose
mat. The conveyor belt carries this
mat into the forming line, and each
plant uses a different configuration
to “orient” the strands into the

criss-cross pattern that gives OSB
its strength. For example, some
use mechanical spinning discs to
manually work the strands into
place and other use electrostatic
devices to achieve the same effect.
The conveyor then carries this
loose, layered mat into a hot press,
and this is where the process really
“heats” up. At this stage, the flakes
compress into the final product, and
the temperature rises from 350°F
to 400 °F, drying the resin in 3–5
minutes. In a multiple opening
press, as many as sixteen 12-ft by
24-ft panels can be formed at the
same time! The cured mats then
flow through a finishing line where
they are cut, graded, and shipped
to market.
If you spec OSB for your next
construction project, perhaps the
description above is helpful for
answering that curious customer.
If you’re still curious about OSB
and similar products like plywood,
duratemp, fiberboard, you can find
a wealth of information in the Wood
Handbook, a joint publication
provided by the USDA, the Forest
Service, and the Forest Products
Laboratory. Most of this article was
adapted from Chapter 11 on panel
products, glue-laminated timbers,
and structural composite lumber.
This book has a limited print run,
but you can find a copy a nearly
every library.

Have you ever wondered how OSB board is made?
Jackladder

Stranding
Log hauling

Debarking

Forming
Blending

Drying

Wet bins

Pressing
Cutting
Source: USDA Forest Products Laboratory
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Creating Better
Banking
Relationships
J a k e : To d a y w e h a v e Ti m
Thomas of Anabaptist Financial.
Dennis Martin will join us later,
and he is the owner of Martin
Water Conditioning. Today’s
questions came from a young man
in Colorado. Tim, thank you for
being here. Please go ahead and
answer the questions as best you
can.
Tim: It’s good to be with you.
Hopefully I can shed some light on
these questions from Anabaptist
Financial’s perspective. Let’s start
with the first one.
“How can we improve our
credit rating if our church group
has convictions or ordinances
against credit cards?” Your credit
rating depends on many things. If
you’re young and haven’t had a lot
of history with having credit, using
a credit card is one way to develop
your credit score. But for those
with convictions or ordinances, you
still can develop your credit rating
without using a credit card. Having
utility bills in your name is one
way, and having loans and paying
them back is another. Although
many of us are in groups without
secular insurance, having it builds a
person’s credit rating as well. Group
convictions against insurance and
credit cards limits the ways you can
develop a credit score, but you can
still develop one.
Yo u r F I C A c r e d i t s c o r e ,
for example, is based on
the following factors...
35% is based on payment history….
30% is based on the amounts you
owe and the size of your debt….
15% is based on the length of your
credit history and how long you’ve
had it...
A 40-year-old always has a
chance to have a better score than
a 25-year-old just because of that
length of history. The longer it
takes to pay debt down affects
your credit core, but just 15% of
it. 10% of the score is based on
new credit and how much you’ve
accumulated recently. The last 10%
is based on the types of credit used.
These include the things that reflect
a stable credit history like home
mortgages, utilities, and things like
that. These improve your score. If
FICA sees a lot of credit card debt
or unsecured debt, then that is going
to detract from your credit score.

While on the issue of credit
cards: At Anabaptist Financial we
deal strictly with the conservative
side of the Anabaptist base, and
I’ve been amazed to see as much
credit card debt on applications as
I do. I don’t have exact numbers
with me, but in situations where
a person has gotten into financial
trouble, a very high percentage of
these cases involve the use of credit
cards. Now, it’s not necessarily that
the use of credit cards has gotten
them into position, but we often see
the use of credit cards making the
situation worse.
I cannot tell you the number
of times I’ve spoken with people
who do not pay their credit card

We see that way too often – using credit cards
with 0% offers and getting trapped.
balance every month. I ask, “How
are you using this card? Why are
you carrying these balances?” Many
times these people started with a
credit card with the 0% offer. Those
0% offers are a trap to some people
because they’re desperate and need
a source of financing. It often comes
as an offer in the mail, and they use
the card because they think it’s free
money that they will pay it back
before the 0% time ends. Then they
get caught. When they don’t have
the debt paid back, the interest rate
jumps up to 20% or 30% and the
extra interest snowballs against
them. We see that way too often –
using credit cards with 0% offers
and getting trapped. This causes or
at least adds to financial distress.
“What do banks and lenders
look for when considering a
business loan?” Every situation
is different, and there are many
variables that go into the equation.
But one thing that affects your
ability from the get-go is how you
appear to the lender, and how much
you know about the details and the
numbers of your business. Before I
talk about specifics like collateral,
business plans, and so on, I start
looking for the ways the borrower
can repay the loan. Can they tell me
how this will happen? When you
ask for a loan, you need to tell us

right away whether you can afford
it. I realize you may not know what
goes into this, and bankers can help
with that. But you should at least
think through how the payment
process. Think, “What is this loan
going to do for me as I try to start
or build my business? Have I tried
to put numbers down on paper to
figure out whether this is really
in my best interest?” That’s one
of the first things we encourage
people to do. We want to see it in
your handwriting. If you haven’t
even made an attempt, that’s a red
flag to me.
A good illustration is with dairy
farmers. If I get a call from a dairy
operation, one of the questions I
will ask is, “What is your cost of

production?” I would say probably
60% of the time they can’t tell
me because they never stopped to
figure it out: especially in a new
operation trying to start up. So
again, ask yourself: what is your
cost of operations going to be?
Before you ask for a loan, know
whether you can actually afford
it or not. There is nothing more
disappointing and frustrating than
adding the numbers on a loan
application only to discover that the
loan is obviously unaffordable. If
they’d just put the numbers down
on paper, it would already be clear.
When I have someone ask me,
“Hey, do you think I can afford
this?” and they haven’t made an
attempt themselves to figure it out,

WHAT’S IN
YOUR OFFICE?
Two Week Lead Time
1. Bigger screen -less eye strain, work
on two windows side by side, & still
have the non-computer look
2. Runs on Windows - you will be able to
run QuickBooks or any other decent
accounting program
3. No more weak ad designs - create
what you desire with Publisher or
several other options
4. Your hard work is saved! Backups are
fast and easy with our synchronizing
program
5. Fast and efficient - you no longer
need to wait 3 minutes just to
generate an invoice
6. Approved in most church groups units in 11 states & Central America
7. Full network capabilities - share files,
printers & accounting data

FLIGHT SERIES

VISION SERIES

DESKTOP SERIES

Ask about our three levels of software
packages - Gold, Silver and Bronze.
Assembled by

Sun Lite enterpriSe LLC

LAPTOP SERIES

717.327.8289 • fax: 717.365.0911

Deskmate Representatives
• Penn Yan, NY - Ivan Martin: 315-536-8705
• Kinzer, PA - Elite Tech Support: 717-799-5443
• Mifflinburg, PA - Daniel Martin: 570-966-5888
• Millersburg, OH - Robert Yoder: 330-231- 2042
SLATE
• Wakarusa, IN - Innovative Solutions: 574-773-0750
• Stanley, WI - Ray Fox: 715-644-2730
• Crofton, KY - Cephas Beachy: 270-660-9484
• Alamosa, CO - Jason Nissley: 719-589-9679
• Odon, IN - Dynamic Business Machines LLC: 812-486-9110

